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Omniscience

Omniscience: in logic, this means knowing (or believing) “too much.”

What is “too much” depends on one’s (philosophical) perspective.
Traditionally: omniscience = logical omniscience

i.e., “too much” = “too many logical conclusions”

I Assume a knows both p and p→ q.
I Clearly, q is a consequence of a’s knowledge.
I But she doesn’t know q if she hasn’t yet turned her mind to it!

We will also discuss other notions of “too much.”
I Though exact meaning left open for the moment.
I c.f., Justice Stewart in Jacobellis v. Ohio 378 U.S. 184 (1964):

“I know it when I see it.”



Omniscience

Omniscience: in logic, this means knowing (or believing) “too much.”

Present in all modal logics that extend K:
Axiom chemes for classical propositional logic
Scheme K: �(ϕ→ ψ)→ (�ϕ→ �ψ)
Modus ponens: from ϕ→ ψ and ϕ, infer ψ
Necessitation: from ϕ, infer �ϕ

Examples:
The traditional logic of knowledge (S5)
The traditional logic of belief (KD45)
Logics of defeasible knowledge/belief (later today)



Omniscience

Omniscience: in logic, this means knowing (or believing) “too much.”

Present in all modal logics that extend K:
Axiom chemes for classical propositional logic
Scheme K: �(ϕ→ ψ)→ (�ϕ→ �ψ)
Modus ponens: from ϕ→ ψ and ϕ, infer ψ
Necessitation: from ϕ, infer �ϕ

K asserts closure of � under classical consequence.

Necessitation asserts inclusion of all validities within �.

Together: closure of � under full logical consequence.



Omniscience

Omniscience: in logic, this means knowing (or believing) “too much.”

Why is full logical consequence “too much”?
Assume � requires conscious attention (e.g., knowledge)
One may entertain natural limits to this attention

I Simple non-closure: agent must “turn her mind” to q
I Computational limit: agent must be able to “compute” q
I Memory limit: agent must be able to “remember” all q’s
I Ultrafinitism: agent’s mind < universe’s info. limit

Full logical consequence can easily exceed such limits

N.B.: The “problem” need not be that � is logical.
Indeed, a non-logical � may still be a problem (e.g., ultrafinitism)!
Instead: the logical � yields (not necessarily logical) problems.



Omniscience

Omniscience: in logic, this means knowing (or believing) “too much.”

To address omniscience: we cannot have too much
Suggestion: revisit the idea of conscious attention
Leads to the notion of awareness (Fagin and Halpern)

Awareness: the agent is only consciously aware of some statements.
Implicit knowledge: what follows by full logical consequence
Explicit knowledge: implicit knowledge + awareness (+ ?)

E.g., assume explicit knowledge of p→ q and p.
Implicit knowledge (and awareness) of p→ q and of p follows.
Hence implicit knowledge of q follows.
But explicit knowledge of q does not follow without awareness of q!



Awareness

Awareness Models: model + awareness function.
Start with a model (W,R�, V ).
Add an awareness function A :W → ℘(F ).

I A(w) is the set of formulas the agent is aware of at world w.
I Add formulas Aϕ with the semantics:

M,w |= Aϕ means ϕ ∈ A(w) .
Implicit knowledge: �ϕ.
Explicit knowledge (for some authors): �ϕ ∧Aϕ.

N.B.: awareness is parameterized on the input model!
For each kind of model, we can add awareness.
So awareness is built “on top of” an existing model.

Central Theme: make models “better” by adding additional structure.



Awareness

Question: to what extent does awareness address omniscience?
Depends on what we include in the awareness set A(w)!
Recall some of the various types of omniscience:

I Simple non-closure: agent must “turn her mind” to q
I Computational limit: agent must be able to “compute” q
I Memory limit: agent must be able to “remember” all q’s
I Ultrafinitism: agent’s mind < universe’s info. limit

Each type calls for its own restrictions on A(w).

But what is it that underlies the intuitive problem with each type?

We argue it is the justification.
Key component of conscious attention: attention to justifications.
Omniscience problems can be traced to these justifications.
E.g., Memory problem = problem retaining requisite justifications.
⇒ Knowing q seems to require q and its justifying reason.



Justification

Justification: the “why?” of a propositional attitude.

Why do you know q? Because. . . (insert justification).

Role in Epistemology: a key ingredient in definitions of knowledge.
General consensus:

I Knowledge implies true belief: �ϕ→ (ϕ ∧Bϕ)
I True belief doesn’t imply knowledge: (ϕ ∧Bϕ) 6→ �ϕ

What’s missing?



Justification

Plato’s Meno:
“True beliefs too are a fine thing and altogether good in their effects so

long as they stay with one, but they won’t willing stay long but instead run
away from a person’s soul, so they’re not worth much until one ties them
down by reasoning out the explanation (‘Logos’). [...]

And when they’ve been tied down, then for one thing they become
items of knowledge, and for another, permanent. [...]

And that’s what makes knowledge more valuable than true belief, and
the way knowledge differs from true belief is being tied down.”

Common interpretation: explanation (Logos) is missing ingredient
“Platonic equation”: knowledge = true belief + justification

“Justified True Belief (JTB)”
Note: this leaves out “permanence” and being “tied down.”



Justification
When is a belief justified?

“Hard” information: the reasoning is infallible.
The belief comes with a mathematical proof.
The belief is a necessary truth by inspection (“I exist.”)
The belief results from a completely reliable observation.

“Soft” information: the reasoning is fallible.
The belief is the result of an imprecise observation.
The belief comes from a trusted but fallible source.
The belief comes from an unreliable source.

Note: DEL and AGM beliefs are justified in the “soft” sense.
Agents must be “rational” in their belief changes.
Beliefs cannot be arbitrary but must be based on “justifications.”
Here “justification” is the information carried by the input info.



Justification

Gettier’s Examples (1963): destroyed the “Platonic” thesis
Our Weinstein Example is a Gettier-type example.
Albert’s JTB he is a genius is shattered when he learns he’s drunk.
So he didn’t really know he was a genius.

So, knowledge = JTB + what?
Plato (Meno): “permanence” of belief
Hintikka (Knowledge and Belief, 1962): “robustness” of belief
“[. . . ] by saying, ‘I know that p,’ one makes a commitment stronger than
one made by making a simple assertion; one proposes (it is part of one’s
proposition) to stick to this statement no matter what further
information one expects to receive.”

Both suggest persistence under receipt of additional information.



Justification
Two major options for persistence:

Irrevocable Knowledge: persistence under any information.
M,w |= Kϕ iff M,w |= BPϕ for all P

This is S5 knowledge, which persists even under misinformation.
Defeasible Knowledge: persistence under any true information.
M,w |= �ϕ iff M,w |= BPϕ for all P such that M,w |= P

I Related to the “stability” theory of knowledge.
“An agent knows that ϕ if and only if ϕ is true, she believes that ϕ,
and she continues to believe ϕ if any true information is received”
(Stalnaker 2006).
“A belief α is a piece of knowledge of the subject S iff α is not given
up by S on the basis of any true information that S might receive”
(Rott 2004).

Stability is a simplification of Lehrer’s Defeasibility Theory of
knowledge. (As we’ll see, DT adds stability of justification.)



Justification
Alternative Definition: Kripke modality for plausibility

M,w |= �ϕ means M,v |= ϕ for all v ≥ w .

Exercise: show this is equivalent to defeasible knowledge.
Note: this notion of � is sometimes called “safe belief.”



Justification

The Complete Logic of K and �.
S5 for K
S4 for �
Kϕ→ �ϕ
K(�ϕ→ ψ) ∨K(�ψ → ϕ).

N.B.: using K and �, can define:
Belief Bϕ := ♦�ϕ,
Conditional Belief Bϕψ := ¬K¬ϕ→ ¬K¬(ϕ ∧�(ϕ→ ψ)), and
Strong Belief Sbϕ := Bϕ ∧K(ϕ→ �ϕ).



Justification
But how does justification fit into the picture?

Our approach is based on work coming out of Justification Logic.
Originally, this area stems from proof-theoretic work of Gödel.
Idea: in mathematics,

I De dicto knowledge is about properties of formal provability;
I De re knowledge is about proofs themselves.

We extend the notion of proof to more general “justifications.”
I De dicto knowledge is about properties of knowledge

(i.e., K or � statements);
I De re knowledge is about the “knowledge vehicles” themselves.

(i.e., justifications).



Justification

Three motivations for justifications:
1 Omniscience: problem typology explained using justifications;
2 Post-Gettier “Platonic” Thesis: knowledge = JTB + something;
3 Extensional/Intensional knowledge: de re and de dicto knowing.

We adapt the JL-style justification to address all three.
Continuation of the Central Theme:
make plausibility models “better” by adding additional structure.
Note: plausibility models are a parameter; other models can work
as well!
Also, we shall present one JL variation; many others possible!



Justification

Justification terms: we shall use three justification constructs
cϕ is a canonical evidence “certificate” for ϕ

1 To represent observations, perceptions, introspection
2 Means to “reduce” complicated reasons for ϕ to a simple placeholder

(Skolemization: ∃t supporting ϕ  canonical cϕ supporting ϕ.)

t · s is a logical combination of evidence (Modus Ponens)
t+ s is an aggregation of evidence without logical combination



Justification

Definition: admissibility � relates terms and formulas
cϕ�ψ iff ϕ = ψ.
(t · s)�ψ iff ∃ϕ(t� (ϕ→ ψ) and s�ϕ).
(t+ s)�ψ iff

I t�ψ and ∃χ(s�χ) or
I s�ψ and ∃χ(t�χ).

(Existential ensures constituent terms are not “degenerate.”)

Intuitively, t�ϕ says t has the right “shape” of a justification for ϕ.

The content of a term t is the set

con(t) := {ϕ | t�ϕ}

of formulas for which t is admissible.



Justification

Justification Awareness: add justification awareness functions
Begin with a plausibility model (W,∼,≤, V ).
Add a justification awareness function E :W → ℘(T ).

I E(w) is the set of justification terms the agent is aware of at w.
I Add formulas Et with the semantics:

M,w |= Et means t ∈ E(w) .
Key requirements:

I Plausibility model requirements (from Day 2).
I Certification: if t ∈ E(w) and t�ϕ, then cϕ ∈ E(w).

“All evidence is certified.”
I Subterm Closure: if t ∈ E(w) and s ∈ sub(t), then s ∈ E(w).

“Every piece of an available evidence is available.”
I Evidential Introspection: if w ∼ v, then E(w) = E(v).

“Evidence is implicitly known.”



Justification
Justification Awareness and Omniscience

Each limit on agent attention:
Simple non-closure: agent must “turn her mind” to q
Computational limit: agent must be able to “compute” q
Memory limit: agent must be able to “remember” all q’s
Ultrafinitism: agent’s mind < universe’s info. limit

gives rise to a condition on the justification awareness set E(w).

E.g., For simple non-closure: for a world w, if we have

E(w) := {cp→q, cp} ,

then the agent has examined evidence for p→ q and p but not for q.

This allows us to control not only how the agent has reasoned (i.e.,
which reasoning steps she has taken) but also how far she has gone in
her reasoning process. We shall thereby address omniscience and de re
knowing simultaneously.



Justification
Key Abbreviations

Implicit Notions:
Bϕ = ♦�ϕ, “the agent (implicitly) believes ϕ”
A(t) =

∧
cϕ∈sub(t)Bϕ, “the agent (implicitly) accepts evidence t”

G(t) =
∧

cϕ∈sub(t)�ϕ, “t is good (implicit) evidence”

I(t) =
∧

cϕ∈sub(t)Kϕ, “t is infallible (implicit) evidence”

t :ϕ = A(t) ∧ t�ϕ, “t is (implicit) evidence for belief of ϕ”

Explicit Notions:
Beϕ = Bϕ ∧ Ecϕ, “the agent explicitly believes ϕ”
�eϕ = �ϕ ∧ Ecϕ, “the agent explicitly defeasibly knows ϕ”
Keϕ = Kϕ ∧ Ecϕ, “the agent explicitly infallibly knows ϕ”
t :e ϕ = t :ϕ ∧ Et, “t is explicit evidence for belief of ϕ”



Justification

Temporal considerations:
Will account for time to handle step-by-step evidential reasoning
Y ϕ is read, “ϕ was true one time-step ago (‘yesterday’)”
Operator ϕY : adds Y just after every K, �, and Y in ϕ

I Also applies to terms: tY
I Important for dynamics (Moore formulas)
I However, ϕY = ϕ for Boolean ϕ



Justification

Evidence terms t ::= cϕ | t · t | t+ t

Formulas ϕ ::= ⊥ | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | t�ϕ | �ϕ | Kϕ | Et | Y ϕ



Justification

Models: M = (W,V , ∼, ≤,  , E)
W 6= ∅ of worlds
V : {letters} → ℘(W )

∼ is an equivalence relation (epistemic indistinguishability: K)
≤ is a preorder (plausibility)
 is a binary relation (temporal order: before  after)
E :W → ℘({terms})



Justification
Properties:

Indefeasibility: (w ≤ v)⇒ (w ∼ v)
Local Connectedness: (w ∼ v)⇒ (w ≤ v ∨ v ≤ w)
(Implicit) Evidential Introspection: w ∼ v ⇒ E(w) = E(v)

Subterm Closure: t · t′ ∈ E(w) implies t, t′ ∈ E(w)

Certification of Evidence: t ∈ E(w) and t�ϕ imply cϕ ∈ E(w)

Propositional Perfect Recall: (w  v ∼ v′)⇒ ∃w′(w ∼ w′  v′)

Evidential Perfect Recall: w  w′ ⇒ {tY | t ∈ E(w)} ⊆ E(w′)

Uniqueness of Past: (w′  w ∧ w′′  w)⇒ (w′ = w′′)

Persistence of Facts: w  w′ ⇒ (w ∈ JpK⇔ w′ ∈ JpK)

Standard:  and > are well-founded (no ∞ chains backward)
Rules out temporal loops; guarantees Best Worlds Assumption



Justification

Semantics:
w |= Et iff t ∈ E(w)
w |= t�ϕ iff t�ϕ
w |= �ϕ iff v |= ϕ for every v ≥ w
w |= Kϕ iff v |= ϕ for every v ∼ w
w |= Y ϕ iff v |= ϕ for every v  w



Justification
A Gettier-type Example (Lehrer)

Professor with two students: Nogot and Havit.
Assertions: p (“Nogot has a Ferrari”) and q (“Havit has a Ferrari”).
Nogot presents testimonial, documentary evidence cp for p.
Professor accepts p based on cp and concludes p ∨ q by logic.
As it turns out, q ∧ ¬p.
Seems like a case of JTB without knowledge (à la Gettier).



Justification
A Gettier-type Example (Lehrer)

Formalization

q

w1 w2

p, q

w3

p

w4

{cp, cp⇒(p∨q), cp⇒(p∨q) · cp, cp∨q}

cp and cp⇒(p∨q) are acceptable: w1 |= Bp and w1 |= B(p⇒ p ∨ q)
So cp · cp⇒(p∨q) is accepted: w1 |= A(cp · cp⇒(p∨q))

But cp · cp⇒(p∨q) is not good evidence: w1 6|= �p
And cp · cp⇒(p∨q) is not infallible evidence: w1 6|= Kp

So the Professor explicitly believes p since w1 |= B(p ∨ q) ∧ Ecp∨q
(= Be(p ∨ q))
But she does not have (defeasible/infallible) knowledge of p ∨ q

In our setting: she has JTB but not knowledge (different notions!)



Justification
To be “Getterized”:

Must have a constituent piece of evidence fail
But for us, evidence is only as good as its components

A(t) =
∧

cϕ∈sub(t)Bϕ

G(t) =
∧

cϕ∈sub(t)�ϕ
I(t) =

∧
cϕ∈sub(t)Kϕ

So we disallow knowledge “Getterization” (Defeasibility Theory)
Though belief “Getterization” is permitted (as expected)

q

w1 w2

p, q

w3

p

w4

{cp, cp⇒(p∨q), cp⇒(p∨q) · cp, cp∨q, c¬p}

Belief is consistent, though evidence need not be!



Justification
A Gettier-type Example (Lehrer): Step-by-step

q

w0 w′
0

p, q

w′′
0

p

w′′′
0

∅

q

w1 w′
1

p, q

w′′
1

p

w′′′
1

{cp}

q

w2 w′
2

p, q

w′′
2

p

w′′′
2

{cp, cp⇒(p∨q)}

q

w3 w′
3

p, q

w′′
3

p

w′′′
3

{cp, cp⇒(p∨q), cp⇒(p∨q) · cp, cp∨q}

cp⇑(soft upgrade)

cp⇒(p∨q)+(intro.)

cp ⊗ cp⇒(p∨q)(M.P.)

Each step is brought about by an evidence-changing event.



Justification
Evidence Dynamics

[t⇑]ϕ, “after upgrading with soft evidence t, formula ϕ is true”
I Precondition: pret⇑ = >
I Added evidence: T (t⇑) = sub(t) ∪ {cθ | s� θ for some s ∈ sub(t)}
I Operation: Make cont =

∧
{θ | t� θ} more plausible than ¬cont

[t+]ϕ, “after making t available, ϕ is true”
I Precondition: pret+ = >
I Added evidence: T (t+) = T (t⇑)

[t⊗ s]ϕ, “after combining t and s (by Modus Ponens), ϕ is true”
I Precondition: pret⇑ = Et ∧ Es
I Added evidence: T (t⇑) = sub(t · s) ∪ {cθ | (t · s)� θ}

[t!]ϕ, “after updating with evidence t, formula ϕ is true”
I Precondition: pret! = cont
I Evidence set: T (t!) = T (t⇑)
I Operation: Delete all ¬cont-worlds

All operations convert evidence to tY -form (Moore staleness)

Theorem. There is a complete axiomatization (for finite models).



Justification
Knowledge and Belief Internalization

Theorem.
For each ϕ ∈ F :

w |=M Bϕ iff there is a term t such that w |=M t :ϕ ;
w |=M Beϕ iff there is a term t such that w |=M t : eϕ ;
w |=M �ϕ iff there is a term t such that w |=M t :ϕ ∧G(t) ;
w |=M �eϕ iff there is a term t such that w |=M t : eϕ ∧G(t) ;
w |=M Kϕ iff there is a term t such that w |=M t :ϕ ∧ I(t) ;
w |=M Keϕ iff there is a term t such that w |=M t : eϕ ∧ I(t) .



Justification
Knowledge is Stable Justifiable Belief

Theorem.
Something is (explicit) defeasible knowledge iff it is (explicitly)
believed no matter what new hard (hence, true) evidence is received:

w |= �ϕ iff w |= [t!]BY ϕ for every evidence term t ;

w |= �eϕ iff w |= [t!]BeY ϕ for every evidence term t .

Something is (explicit) infallible knowledge iff it is (explicitly) believed
no matter what new soft (possible false) evidence is received:

w |= Kϕ iff w |= [t⇑]BY ϕ for every evidence term t ;

w |= Keϕ iff w |= [t⇑]BeY ϕ for every evidence term t .



Justification
“Goodness” is Persistent Acceptance

Theorem.
An argument is good iff it is accepted no matter what new hard
evidence is received:

w |= G(s) iff w |= [t!]A(sY ) for every evidence term t.

So knowledge is conscious, persistent justified belief.



Justification
“Goodness” is Persistent Acceptance

Theorem.
A rational agent explicitly knows ϕ at a world w (i.e., w |= �eϕ) iff
there exists an argument s, such that:

s is an admissible argument for ϕ: s�ϕ

the agent is aware of the argument: w |= Es

the agents accepts the argument s and continues to accept s no
matter what new hard evidence is received:

w |= [t!]A(sY ) for every evidence term t .



Conclusion
Topics discussed:

Omniscience: different kinds of knowing “too much”
Awareness: set of formulas the agent is aware of
Justification: Omniscience, Extensional/Intensional Knowledge,
Defeasibility, Gettierization
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The End


